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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1571: Heavens 

Lin Dong carefully said out loud Qin Xiao’s crimes, but he was secretly astonished in his heart. 

A month ago, Ye Yuan sent him to Wu Meng Capital City, making him investigate Qin Xiao. 

The direction of the investigation was also provided by Ye Yuan. 

There was nothing when not investigating, but the moment there was an investigation, he found many 

problems. 

Lin Dong was not surprised because he could find problems, but he was marveled because of Ye Yuan’s 

meticulousness when doing things. 

There was nothing when not taking action, the moment he made a move, he did not leave his opponent 

any leeway at all. 

This newly-appointed elder had a maturity and decisiveness that was not commensurate with his age. 

If one underestimated him because of his age, they would suffer a big loss! 

Lin Dong was very surprised in his heart, this Elder Ye was simply a freak. 

Martial Dao and Alchemy Dao, his strength was extremely strong, and he also had a level-headed 

character. There was simply no chink to exploit! 

For him to be able to obtain the Pill Tower’s recognition and become an elder, it was absolutely no 

accident. 

Right now, the conflict between Head Elder and Second Elder two camps was intensifying with each day. 

Perhaps the appearance of this new elder would be a variable in the struggle between the two! 

“Qin Xiao, what else do you have to say?” Lin Dong said coldly. 

“I ... I ...” 

Qin Xiao was already battered out of his senses. He knew that he was finished. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Looks like City Lord Qin doesn’t have any objections. Protector Lin, cripple his 

cultivation first and detain him inside the City Lord Manor’s dungeon. Pick a date to escort him to the 

imperial city to await punishment. Zhao Yi is similarly crippled of his cultivation and thrown into the 

dungeon. Wen Yiyang was accessory to a tyrant’s crimes. The death penalty can be spared, but it’s hard 

to escape punishment. He is to be stripped of his academy head position and Thundercry will assume 

the post. As for Qin Zhaoyun ... immediately execute him on the spot!” 

Talking to the back, Ye Yuan’s killing intent gradually thickened. 

Everyone on the street was silent like cicadas in winter, being stunned by Ye Yuan’s imposing 

momentum. 
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They all knew that the Qin Family that had commanded Wu Meng Capital City for over 100 thousand 

years collapsed just like this! 

This great reversal today was seriously too exciting. 

Swoosh! 

Right at this time, Qin Zhaoyun’s figure moved rapidly, speeding away into the horizon. 

Lin Dong laughed coldly and casually pointed a finger out. 

Boom! 

Qin Zhaoyun had not flown out far and was annihilated until not even residue remained. 

With Qin Zhaoyun’s strength, how could he possibly escape from under Lin Dong’s hands? 

Wen Yiyang’s face revealed a bitter smile. 

As for Qin Xiao and Zhao Yi, their faces revealed a look of despair. 

But, they did not dare to resist at all. 

Lin Dong was too strong! 

Even Qin Xiao was completely lacking in front of Lin Dong. 

“Tsk tsk, really didn’t expect that the City Lord and Qin Family collapsed just like this.” 

“That serves them right! These few years, the Qin Family acted like a tyrant in Wu Meng Capital City, 

really had enough of it!” 

“Ye Yuan is really too incredible. In just 20 years’ time, he actually transformed and became some Pill 

Tower elder. Change is the only constant, the wheel of fortune turns, the 30 years wasn’t up yet!” 

“Qin Xiao repaid kindness with ingratitude back then. He probably never thought that there would still 

be this day, right?” 

... 

Amidst a series of exclamations, this war that lasted for 20 years finally came to an end. 

Finally, it concluded with Ye Yuan’s crushing, making everyone’s jaws drop. 

Everyone did not think that ye yuan’s return was actually so domineering! 

... 

Inside the City Lord Manor, Thundercry prostrated on the ground. Ye Yuan hurriedly helped him up and 

said with a smile, “Teacher Thundercry doesn’t need to be overly courteous. He who teaches me for a 

day is my father for life. This Wu Meng Academy will be entrusted to you in the future!” 

Thundercry sweated heavily and said, “Ye ... Elder Ye.” 



“Teacher Thundercry, there is no need to be awkward. Just call me Ye Yuan will do,” Ye Yuan said with a 

smile. 

Thundercry nodded his head and said, “Elder Ye, this Thundercry can’t shoulder such heavy 

responsibilities!” 

Clearly, between Thundercry and Ye Yuan was no longer the teacher-student relationship back then long 

ago. 

Even the city lord was taken down casually, Thundercry naturally knew the disparity between him and 

Ye Yuan presently. How could he dare to call Ye Yuan’s name directly? 

Furthermore, Lin Dong was standing beside Ye Yuan. That was a third-layered heaven Divine Lord 

existence! 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not force it either and said, “Teacher Thundercry’s character is upright and 

outspoken, magnanimous and just, the best choice for the academy head. Don’t turn it down anymore. I 

know what you’re worried about. Take this medicinal pill. Before long, Wu Meng Academy will naturally 

have an additional half-step Divine Lord powerhouse appear.” 

Thundercry’s whole body trembled, his eyes revealing a look of disbelief. 

Half-step Divine Lord! 

How many Origin Deity Realm powerhouses wanted to reach this realm? But it was too difficult. 

Something as massive as Wu Meng Capital City, there were only four half-step Divine Lord powerhouses 

in the past too. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually promised him the realm of half-step Divine Lord! 

The shock in Thundercry’s heart could not be any greater. Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao strength already 

reached such an outrageous level? 

No wonder, no wonder he could become the Pill Tower’s elder! 

Even Four-star Alchemy Gods did not dare to promise half-step Divine Lord either, right? 

“This ... Then this Thundercry will accept deferentially than to decline courteously!” Thundercry bowed 

and saluted as he said. 

Right then, Qin Shao requested an audience. 

The moment he came in, he gave a deep bow to Ye Yuan and said, “Elder Ye, I ...” 

“You want to plead for the Qin Family?” Ye Yuan said with scorching eyes. 

Facing Ye Yuan’s intent stare, Qin Shao felt like a mountain crushed over, making him incomparably 

shocked inwardly. 

His cultivation speed was already very fast. In roughly 20 years’ time, he already broke through to 

middle-stage Heaven Glimpse. 



But Ye Yuan broke through a major realm in 20 years! 

Furthermore, the news of Ye Yuan challenging three great half-step divine lords alone was already not 

considered some secret in Wu Meng Capital City. 

He knew that the disparity between him and Ye Yuan would become big, but did not expect that it was 

actually huge to such an extent. 

Genius? 

Qin Shao felt that using this term to describe himself was simply an insult to this word. 

However, he still gritted his teeth and said, “Elder Ye, please raise your hand high in mercy!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “According to what I know, the Qin Family doesn’t seem 

to treat you very well, right?” 

Qin Family said, “No matter what, I’m a member of the Qin Family. Without the Qin Family, there 

wouldn’t be today’s Qin Family!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “If ... I say no?” 

Qin Shao’s gaze revealed a trace of ferociousness as he said, “If Qin Shao can leave behind a wretched 

body, I’ll definitely kill Elder Ye in this lifetime!” 

“Insolence!” 

Lin Dong’s gaze turned dark, a terrifying aura released. 

Qin Shao’s entire body trembled, instantly feeling like the sky was falling down. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand at Lin Dong, Lin Dong’s aura disappeared. Qin Shao retreated several steps in a 

row and plopped down onto the ground, gasping heavily for air. 

The aura of a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse was too terrifying! 

But Ye Yuan burst into laughter and said, “Qin Shao, although you were born in the Qin Family, you’re 

different from the Qin Family’s people! On the account of your face, I’ll let the Qin Family go.” 

Qin Shao’s pupils constricted, revealing a look of disbelief. 

He never harbored any hope coming. 

In the eyes of the present Ye Yuan, he was just an insignificant minor character. How could Ye Yuan 

possibly change his enmity towards the Qin Family because of him? 

But not coming, he could not cross this hurdle in this heart. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually really agreed! 

“However ...” Ye Yuan’s face suddenly fell and he said, “Qin Tiannan, as well as the Qin Family’s few 

elders who are steeped in crimes, must be executed!” 

Qin Shao drew a deep breath, gave a bow to Ye Yuan, and said, “Qin Shao thanks Elder Ye!” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1572: Returning Home 

Xie Zhaoyun who used to be proud of the success he attained in the past seemed very cautious in front 

of Xie Jingyi now. 

He was afraid! 

He was afraid of Elder Ye squaring accounts after the autumn harvest and making things difficult for the 

Xie Family. 

With Ye Yuan’s present status, wanting to eradicate the Xie Family was simply as easy as turning over a 

hand. 

Didn’t they see that the powerful Qin Family turned to dust with a snap of a finger? 

Even the second-layered heaven Divine Lord clueless already became a cripple too. Most likely, his life 

could not be preserved. 

That was a second-layered heaven Divine Lord! 

The Xie Family was afraid of offending the Qin Family back then and threw a rock down the well, directly 

striking Xie Jingyi’s name off the Xie Family’s register. 

This caused Xie Zhaoyun to be even more uneasy right now. 

Although he had little contact with Ye Yuan, it was clearly not very pleasant. 

He never dreamed that this little fatty in front of him would actually have a day where he rolled over. 

Back then, Xie Jingyi’s divine sea was destroyed. He had once inspected it, there was no possibility of 

recovery at all. 

Who could have guessed that Elder Ye actually brought Xie Jingyi back to life miraculously? 

It was no wonder that Elder Ye could become the Pill Tower’s elder too, this means was simply 

fantastical. 

“Oh, Little Yi, Big Brother was extremely happy to hear that you came back and already rushed over 

from Brilliant Peace City,” Xie Zhaoyun said with a face wreathed in smiles. 

Little Fatty’s eyes narrowed slightly and did not have the intention of making conversation. 

Xie Zhaoyun had an awkward look, but at this time, he did not have any dissatisfaction. 

He knew Ye Yuan’s relationship with Xie Jingyi. The Xie Family’s life and death depended on Xie Jingyi. 

As long as he was willing to open his mouth, the Xie Family would be considered saved. 

In fact, if Xie Jingyi was willing, the Xie Family might even soar to the sky with one bound, becoming the 

boss of Wu Meng Capital City! 

It was just that the premise of all this was to repair the relationship with Xie Jingyi. 
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“That ... Also, the ancestor has already re-entered Little Yi, you, into the clan register,” Xie Zhaoyun 

continued speaking. 

But what answered him was still silence. 

Xie Zhaoyun was palpitating with anxiety and fear. He felt that the little fatty in front of him was no 

longer that innocent and pure little fatty anymore. 

“Oh, Little Yi, I know that you hate Third Uncle in your heart, hate the Xie Family, but under that sort of 

situation back then, the Xie Family was compelled by circumstances too! The Qin Family covered the sky 

with one hand, our ... our Xie Family couldn’t afford to offend! You also know that Qin Xiao is a member 

of the Qin Family. How ... How can we dare to resist?! Oh, Little Yi, Third Uncle knows that you’re 

unhappy in your heart. If you can’t vent your anger, then just kill Third Uncle. As long as you can forgive 

the Xie Family, you can do anything!” 

Talking to the back, Xie Zhaoyun shed tears while talking; an appearance of sacrificing his life heroically 

for a cause. 

But right at this time, Xie Jingyi slowly opened both eyes, his gaze icy to the extreme. 

“Do you think that ... I don’t dare to kill you?” 

Xie Zhaoyun’s entire body was akin to falling into an ice cellar, being covered in goosebumps by that icy 

gaze of Xie Jingyi. 

Xie Jingyi gave a cold snort and said, “Xie Zhaoyun, stop pretending in front of me! Do you think that I’m 

still that fool who’s ignorant of the ways of the world back then? Put that away! If you really disgust me 

even more, I’ll pull the Xie Family up by the roots!” 

Xie Zhaoyun’s entire body trembled, being shocked by that cold killing intent of Xie Jingyi. 

He finally realized that this Xie Jingyi before his eyes was no longer that innocent and pure little fatty 

anymore. 

He would really kill people! 

The Xie Family was already clouds and mist that had come and gone to him. 

Xie Zhaoyun was silent like cicadas in winter and actually did not dare to make a sound again. 

A dignified Origin Deity Realm powerhouse did not even dare to breathe loudly in front of a half-step 

Origin Deity. 

“Get lost!” Little Fatty said coldly, scaring Xie Zhaoyun until his neck shrunk. 

How could he still dare to remain, running away like a puff of smoke? 

After Xie Zhaoyun left, Ye Yuan walked in from outside. 

Only after seeing Ye Yuan did Xie Jingyi’s expression ease up slightly. 

Ye Yuan knew that Xie Zhaoyun came to find Little Fatty before, but he did not say anything, but said, 

“Come, I’ll bring you to a place.” 



Little Fatty was stunned and said, “Where to?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’ll know after going.” 

... 

The violent spatial turbulent flow continuously scoured this endless space. 

Here, it was impossible for any living things to survive. 

But at this time, a stream of flowing light passed through the layers of turbulence, breaking the ice and 

advancing. 

Inside the Purple Extreme Hall, Ning Siyu, Liang Wanru, and Xie Jingyi, three people, were shocked 

beyond their wildest imaginations. 

“Master Ye, this ... this hall is really too impressive, to actually be able to pass through a spatial storm! 

Could ... this be a celestial deity mystic treasure?” Ning Siyu marveled in wonder. 

“Celestial deity mystic treasure? No, this is a true god mystic treasure! A peak true god mystic treasure!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

The three people opened their mouths wide and could not close them for a long time. 

True god mystic treasure, what kind of concept was that? 

Little Fatty and Liang Wanru were still alright, but Ning Siyu’s understanding was completely not what 

the two of them could compare to. 

True god mystic treasure, that was absolutely an existence that made the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial 

City go crazy. 

Once known by the outside world, there would be countless celestial deities, even true god 

powerhouses who would make a move to snatch it. 

Ning Siyu finally understood why Ye Yuan would be so calm when facing those Divine Lord powerhouses. 

With this Purple Extreme Hall, he did not fear those Divine Lord powerhouses at all. 

This was his greatest trump card! 

However, Ning Siyu felt very pleased in her heart too. Ye Yuan bringing her here meant that he treated 

her as one of his own already. 

Ning Siyu was completely Ye Yuan’s little fangirl right now and definitely would not betray him. Instead, 

she was proud of this. 

“However ... what did you bring us to a small world for? Could it be that this place has some precious 

treasure coming into being? This small world is very concealed, how did you discover it?” Ning Siyu said 

curiously. 

By the side, Liang Wanru felt puzzled too. But very soon, her gaze gradually became bright. 

Also, the Long Zhan not far away, he was incomparably agitated in his heart too. 



Over 100 thousand years had passed, he was finally able to return to his hometown! 

Ye Yuan glanced at Liang Wanru and said with a smile, “Wanru, didn’t you already guess something?” 

Liang Wanru herself did not quite dare to believe it either, but she still said, “Could ... Could you really 

have ...” 

Right then, then Purple Extreme Hall rushed straight out of the spatial turbulent flow, passing through 

the World Locking Gate. 

Ye Yuan brought everyone and moved, arriving above the sea. 

Ye Yuan said to the three people with a smile, “Welcome to my hometown, the Immortal Grove World!” 

Ning Siyu’s eyes went wide and she said in disbelief, “Y-Y-Y-You’re saying that you came from this small 

world? Impossible! Absolutely impossible!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “As a matter of fact, I came from here. About this, Wanru can testify.” 

Liang Wanru’s astonishment was not the slightest bit less than Ning Siyu’s. 

Although she had some surmises previously, getting Ye Yuan’s confirmation still made her feel 

incredulous. 

Liang Wanru drew a deep breath and said, “No wonder you were so severely injured back then. It turns 

out that ... you passed through the spatial turbulent flow! But ... how is this possible? You had just 

broken through to Grotto Profound Deity Realm back then!” 

Ning Siyu was shocked again, her mouth opening wide, full of astoundment. 

Initial-stage Grotto Profound passing through the spatial turbulent flow? 

Was this an Arabian night fantasy tale? 

Also, how could a martial artist who came out of a small world possibly be so monstrous? 

The so-called geniuses in small worlds were less than even trash when placed in the Heavenspan World! 

Ning Siyu never dreamed of this degree of monstrosity until no more common sense can be associated 

with that the freakish Elder Ye actually came from a small world! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1573: Heavenly Sin Heretic God 

In the depths of the Godsfall Mountain Range, Kunwu slowly opened both eyes, revealing a hint of 

surprise. 

“Eh, that brat actually came back! It’s only been 100 years and this brat has the ability to return?” 

Kunwu’s eyes revealed a doubtful look, feeling very puzzled and curious about Ye Yuan’s return. 

Kunwu was naturally aware that a hundred years was the same as a snap of a finger in the Heavenspan 

World. 
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Logically speaking, for Ye Yuan to be able to cultivate to the late-stage Grotto Profound Realm now was 

already pretty good. 

With this strength, wanting to return was naturally as hard as ascending to the heavens. 

However, his face revealed a hint of amusement as he said with a smile, “But he probably never thought 

that a second existence who obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao would appear in this Immortal 

Grove Region, right? This timing of returning is also too coincidental. Wonder who will win or lose when 

these two people collide!” 

... 

Inside the Law Enforcement Hall, everyone all had solemn faces. 

Fang Tian’s complexion was pale, his eye revealing a look of despair. 

It seemed like he already suffered heavy injuries. 

By the side, Skydistant’s expression was not much better than him. 

After Ye Yuan left, Fang Tian and Skydistant both broke through the shackles not long ago and already 

reached Origin Deity Realm. 

In this Immortal Grove World, who else could threaten them, even beating Fang Tian to severe injuries? 

“Old Man Fang, what should we do now? You have the most wicked ideas, say something!” Skydistant 

said stiflingly. 

Fang Tian heaved a sigh and said, “Ye Yuan’s strength, you’ve witnessed it before! He only used a finger 

and annihilated tens of thousands of fiends, suppressing Heavenly Fiendgod Kanuo! At that time, Ye 

Yuan was still merely at the initial-stage Grotto Profound Realm. But that Heavenly Sin Heretic God is 

already a grand completion Origin Deity. His strength is even stronger than the Ye Yuan back then! In 

front of such strength, any scheme is all futile effort!” 

Skydistant said anxiously, “Then ... Then we’re just handing over the Yue lass obediently just like this? If 

Ye Yuan comes back, he’ll destroy the entire Immortal Grove Region!” 

Fang Tian gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Of course we can’t hand! At most, this old man will risk 

this old life and fight it out with him!” 

Skydistant suddenly heaved a sigh and said, “Sigh! If Ye Yuan were here, it would be good! This goddamn 

Heavenly Sin Heretic God, he’ll definitely be smacked to death with one slap!” 

Fang Tian also sighed and said, “Even if Ye Yuan was here, it’s also impossible to be his match. The two 

of them are existences who obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao. But Ye Yuan merely broke 

through to Deity Realm for 100 years, how could he possibly be Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s match?” 

Skydistant said with righteous indignation, “The villainous old heaven is really blind. Why would it 

acknowledge such a wicked existence?” 

Fang Tian sighed and said, “Heavenly Dao is heartless. But as long as one can meet its requirements, 

they can naturally get it’s recognition.” 



Fang Tian was also considered to have pried into a portion of Heavenly Dao. But the Heavenly Dao that 

he pried into versus obtaining the recognition of Heavenly Dao, the gap was too big. 

Skydistant and Fang Tian exchanged a glance, both revealing helpless looks. 

They were already the Immortal Grove World’s strongest combat power. But in front of Heavenly Sin 

Heretic God, it was completely not enough to look at. 

Even if not borrowing the power of Heavenly Dao, Heavenly Sin Heretic God could also be sufficient to 

crush them. 

Talking about this Heavenly Sin Heretic God, Ye Yuan was caught out of the blue too. 

This Heavenly Sin Heretic God was a very distant existence, already 300 thousand years from the 

present. 

300 thousand years ago, this Heavenly Sin Heretic God could be said to be that era’s most talented 

powerhouse. His abilities were exceedingly vast, sweeping across the contemporary era. 

It was just that this Heavenly Sin Heretic God was bloodthirsty. His road to ascension was a path of 

killing. 

No idea how many powerhouses had fallen under his hands. 

Furthermore, Heavenly Sin Heretic God was very lustful. He actually lost all sense of judgment and raped 

the daughter of that era’s strongest once. 

That time, it really poked a hole in the sky. 

Heavenly Sin Heretic God already reached the point of angering both God and men, immediately 

arousing public wrath. 

That strongest person got together with that era’s dozens of powerhouses and joined forces to besiege 

and slay Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

That battle fought until heaven and earth turned dim. Over a dozen Deity Realm powerhouses fell in 

battle. But in the end, they were still not able to kill Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

That strongest person severely injured him and sealed him up. 

However, that era’s powerhouses fell one by one. No one could have thought that not only did Heavenly 

Sin Heretic God not die, he actually lived until now! 

When Heavenly Dao dwindled to zero, Heavenly Sin Heretic God also had his cultivation suppressed for 

a time. 

But in the wake of Heavenly Dao growing stronger day by day, Heavenly Sin Heretic God actually relied 

on his heaven-defying talent. Not only did he break through to grand completion Origin Deity not long 

ago, he even obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao. 

With this, how could the seal still seal him? 

Just the other day, Heavenly Sin Heretic God broke out of the seal and shook the world. 



When the Law Enforcement Hall saw the Heavenly Dao phenomenon, they naturally went to the sealed 

land to investigate. Who knew that they ran into Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

That day, the instant Heavenly Sin Heretic God saw Yue Mengli, Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s two eyes 

radiated with light and fell hopelessly in love with her. 

That’s right, it was fell in love! 

Yue Mengli’s looks were far greater compared to that strongest person’s daughter. 

On the spot, Heavenly Sin Heretic God was going to marry Yue Mengli. 

How could Fang Tian and Skydistant be willing to let Heavenly Sin Heretic God have his way? They 

rushed straight up to have a great battle with Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

But how could they be Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s match? One exchange and Fang Tian was heavily 

wounded. 

Only with Yue Mengli threatening him with suicide did he not kill the two people on the spot. 

But Heavenly Sin Heretic God was not someone to be trifled with either. He said that if Yue Mengli dared 

to refuse, he would kill off all of the Law Enforcement Hall’s Deity Realm powerhouses. 

Yue Mengli had a clever idea in the moment of desperation and told Heavenly Sin Heretic God that he 

could marry her, but it must be a formal wedding and let the whole world know. 

She and Heavenly Sin Heretic God agreed that a month later, he would come to the Law Enforcement 

Hall to marry her in a grand spectacle. 

Heavenly Sin Heretic God agreed, but he sealed off the roads leading to the Godsfall Mountain Range. 

Clearly, inside the Godsfall Mountain Range had existences that he was apprehensive off as well. 

But this way, Yue Mengli did not have a path of retreat anymore. 

Today was the one month date. The Law Enforcement Hall’s upper echelons discussed for a month and 

also did not come up with a conclusion. 

The final outcome was to sit and wait for death. 

On the right-hand side, Yue Mengli’s gaze revealed a hint of decisiveness as she said, “Seniors, there is 

no need to dispute it anymore. Li-er already has a way!” 

Her words made everyone’s eyes light up. 

Skydistant said impatiently, “What method? Yue lass, you quickly say!” 

Yue Mengli said, “Heavenly Sin Heretic God wants to obtain me. When he comes over, I’ll threaten with 

death and make him let you all enter the Godsfall Mountain Range! As long as you all are able to enter 

the Godsfall Mountain Range, you’ll be safe!” 

Skydistant’s expression changed and he said, “No way! Absolutely no way! If you die, how will we give 

an account to Ye Yuan?” 



How could Skydistant not understand? Yue Mengli was harboring the will to die, wanting to sacrifice 

herself to save them. 

But this way, even if they could live, how would they face Ye Yuan in the future? 

Ye Yuan entrusted Yue Mengli to them, but they could not protect her. 

Yue Mengli said decisively, “Do Seniors have a better plan? You all rest assured, Big Brother Yuan he’s 

understanding and amenable to reason, he won’t blame you all.” 

“My good Li-er, Big Brother Heavenly Sin is here to marry you!” 

Right at this time, Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s voice sounded out in the entire stretch of space. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1574: This Is the First! 

Everyone’s heart plunged to rock-bottom all at once. 

Fang Tian, Skydistant, White Light, Fiery, and the rest, all revealed determined looks on their faces. 

Since they could not be spared, there was only battling to the death! 

Even if it was akin to moths flying into the fire, they also could not helplessly watch Li-er go to die. 

For everyone here to be able to have today, it was all thanks to Ye Yuan. 

How could they possibly watch Li-er go and die helplessly now, while they drag out an ignorable 

existence in the world? 

The Law Enforcement Hall swarmed out in full force, akin to facing a great enemy. 

They never thought that just 100 years after killing Kanuo, the Immortal Grove World actually 

encountered such a catastrophe again. 

Furthermore, this calamity was even more terrifying than Kanuo. 

Although Kanuo was a Heavenly Fiendgod, he was not an invincible existence. 

But this Heavenly Sin Heretic God was undefeatable! 

Even if Ye Yuan was here, there was no chance of winning either! 

Above the void, a divine carriage that blotted out the sky and covered the sun suspended quietly, giving 

people a strong visual impact. 

The decorations on the divine carriage were very dazzling and joyous, just like a sedan chair for 

welcoming the bride. 

Eight enormous dragons were carrying pegs. It was clearly used to pull the divine carriage. 

Seeing those eight enormous dragons, everyone’s faces changed drastically! 

“Senior Long Min! Senior Ao Qian! Heavenly Sin, what’s the meaning of this?” Yue Mengli’s gaze turned 

cold as she denounced charmingly. 
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Yue Mengli saw clearly that those eight enormous dragons were none other than the dragon race’s old 

patriarch, Long Min, as well as the Ao Qian who had already returned to the dragon clan! 

They revealed their original forms at this time and became the mounts to pull the carriage. 

On the Law Enforcement Hall’s side, everyone had bloodshot eyes, wishing to rush up and fight it out 

with Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

This was simply unprecedented humiliation! 

The dignified dragon race’s major powers were actually forcefully abducted over by Heavenly Sin Heretic 

God to pull the divine carriage! 

However, no one could resist Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

He was too strong! 

The outcome was resisting was death! 

Only seeing Yue Mengli’s expression did Heavenly Sin come to realize it, and he said with a laugh, “Turns 

out that you know them, then it’s really too great. My good Li-er, this one month’s time, this venerated 

self has racked his brains for the sake of our wedding! I first went to Longwinter, that guy’s place where 

he passed away in meditation, and dug up his grave, digging out this Waveheaven Divine Carriage. Then 

I went to the dragon clan and captured these eight dragons to pull the Waveheaven Divine Carriage for 

us. Hahaha, since you know them, then let them witness our love together!” 

With Yue Mengli’s calm and composed personality, she was already angered by Heavenly Sin until she 

was virtually going mad at this time. 

No need to even talk about the others, they wished to swallow Heavenly Sin whole. 

“Shit, this tiger lord can’t stand it anymore! Your father will fight it out with you today!” 

The White Tiger Clan and Azure Dragon Clan were of the same ancestry. The humiliation of Long Min 

and Ao Qian they all, he felt as if he had experienced it himself. How could he still bear it? 

Done talking, White Light turned into a stream of flowing light and rushed over toward Heavenly Sin. 

Skydistant also went crazy. He was part of the Four Symbols Family Clans too, how could he stand this 

kind of humiliation? 

He followed closely behind White Light and also rushed up towards Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

“Everybody, attack together! Even if we die, we also have to teach this guy an unforgettable lesson!” 

Fang Tian shouted fiercely and rushed up. 

Above the sky, several dozen figures rushed at Heavenly Sin Heretic God. 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Heavenly Sin’s mouth and he said disdainfully, “Ants 

who overestimate their own abilities. Since you all want to die, then this seat will fulfill your wishes!” 

Yue Mengli’s entire body trembled and she cried out, “Heavenly Sin, if you dare to kill them, I’ll die for 

you to see right now!” 



Yue Mengli raised her palm and placed it on top of her head. 

As long as her palm pressed, she could end her own life. 

Heavenly Sin’s face changed, just casually waving a hand, dozens of figures flew back uncontrollably, the 

speed even faster than when they came. 

“Puu, puu, puu!” 

Everyone directly spewed out a mouthful of blood, already sustaining heavy injuries. 

In front of Heavenly Sin, they did not have any leeway to resist at all! 

An emotion called despair spread in the air. 

Too strong! 

These people were the Immortal Grove World’s strongest combat force. They actually could not even 

touch the corners of the other party’s sleeves! 

The corners of Heavenly Sin’s mouth curled slightly and he said with a wicked grin, “My good Li-er, you 

see that your husband already has such sincerity. Shouldn’t we perform the formal rituals and get 

married? Today, let’s become Dao companions in front of everyone, never to part for all of eternity!” 

Yue Mengli’s heart turned ice-cold and she gritted her teeth and said, “Heavenly Sin, want me to 

become Dao companions with you, that is possible. But you have to promise me, let them enter the 

Godsfall Mountain Range! Otherwise, even if I die, I won’t become Dao companions with you too!” 

Heavenly Sin smiled sinisterly and said, “My good Li-er, do you really take husband, me, to be a fool? 

When this venerated self roamed unobstructed throughout the Immortal Grove Region, I toyed with the 

whole world in the palm of my hands. How can your little trick deceive me? Heh heh, if I let them go, 

you’ll commit suicide straight away. But if I don’t let them go, you ... don’t dare to die!” 

Yue Mengli’s expression changed, only then, discovering that her thinking was simply too fanciful and 

fallacious. 

Heavenly Sin Heretic God was a supreme powerhouse from 300 thousand years ago, how could he be 

deceived be her little trick? 

Did she ... really have to commit her body to this abominable guy? 

No! 

That way, I, Yue Mengli, would rather die! 

Right at this time, Heavenly Sin smiled again and said, “My good Li-er, it’s not impossible for this 

venerated self to let them go. But you must get married to this venerated self first. After the ceremony 

is done, this venerated self will naturally let them go!” 

“You! You dream on!” Yue Mengli said in extreme rage. 

Heavenly Sin laughed and said, “Hahaha ... my good Li-er, do you think that this one month that this 

venerated self was out, I really did not care about what’s happening in the outside world? I know that 



you like a punk called Ye Yuan. Furthermore, he’s the same as me, both candidate masters that this 

Immortal Grove Region chose. But ... that punk broke through to Divine Dao for merely 100 years, even 

if he’s here, this seat can smack him to death with one slap! Therefore, you can stop harboring hopes of 

getting lucky. Obediently become Dao companions with this venerated self and forget that kid. After 

today, you’ll reign the Immortal Grove Region together with this venerated self!” 

Heavenly Sin paused for a bit, his gaze turned dark and murderous intent emerged fully as he said, “If 

you don’t obey, this venerated self will kill one by one starting from now. Wonder how you’ll feel when 

these people die in front of you one by one?” 

What kind of existence was Heavenly Sin Heretic God? 

He was a fierce and ambitious person from 300 thousand years ago. His cunningness and 

resourcefulness were top-rate existences. 

Yue Mengli was too weak in front of him. 

Heavenly Sin was incomparably pleased with himself inwardly. He knew that Yue Mengli would 

definitely be obedient. 

If he could not even deal with a woman, his name of Heavenly Sin would also be too useless. 

When the raw rice is cooked, would he still be afraid that Yue Mengli could escape his palm? 

As long as the ceremony was done, Heavenly Sin believed that even if he were to let Yue Mengli return 

to Ye Yuan’s side, she would not agree. 

She had no face to see Ye Yuan! 

At that time, she could only follow him wholeheartedly! 

Yue Mengli had a look of despair, she was really out of a choice. 

“Li-er, you don’t worry about us! This old man was originally someone who should have died, today, I’ll 

return my life to Ye Yuan!” Fang Tian shouted and rushed over toward Heavenly Sin once more. 

Heavenly Sin smiled evilly, and then he said to Yue Mengli, “My good Li-er, this is the first!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1575: I Understand Heaven Better Than You! 

Heavenly Sin also had the intention of demonstrating his strength to Li-er. Pointing a finger out at this 

time, the winds and clouds changed colors. 

Fang Tian was still in midair and felt as if the end of the world had arrived. 

This was the genuine might of the Heavenly Dao! 

Whatever heavenly tribulation, whatever soul tribulation, it totally paled in comparison in front of this 

finger. 

“This ... What kind of power is this?!” 
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“Too terrifying. Even that battle between Ye Yuan and Kanuo back then, it’s also not enough to look at in 

front of this finger!” 

“It’s over! This time, it’s utterly over! Our Immortal Grove Region is really plagued with misfortune. It’s 

just been 100 years and such a scrounge actually appeared again!” 

The faces of the Law Enforcement Hall’s people all revealed looks of despair. 

Back then, there was still Ye Yuan overturning the raging tides in an overwhelming manner. 

But now, who else could block in front of them? 

Fang Tian was the first. After that, there would still be a second, a third. 

In front of this finger, Fang Tian could not muster up the thought to resist at all. 

He could not even thought about surviving at all! 

At this moment, he only wanted to return peace of mind to himself. 

He knew that no one could escape a disaster today. He could not, Yue Mengli could not as well. 

Hence, he at the very least could not helplessly watch Li-er die in front of him. 

“Ye Yuan, I’m sorry, I have no way of protecting Li-er.” 

Fang Tian slowly shut his eyes, waiting for the arrival of death. 

In an instant, that breathtaking finger arrived in front of Fang Tian’s face. 

Everyone shut their eyes. They could not bear to see the death of this Immortal Grove Region’s leader. 

“En? This ... What’s going on?” 

Right at this time, someone suddenly exclaimed. 

Heavenly Sin’s finger carried the might of Heavenly Dao. When it arrived in front of Fang Tian, it actually 

disappeared directly. 

At this moment, the three feet area in front of Fang Tian seemingly cut off to become two different 

worlds. 

That world raged like a storm, heaven and earth changed colors. This world was calm and peaceful. 

There was tranquility. 

Fang Tian suddenly felt that that horrifying pressure on his body actually vanished, and he couldn’t help 

it but to open both eyes. 

He was stunned by this scene! 

This ... What was going on? 

Heavenly Sin’s gaze turned dark and he said in a cold voice, “Who is it? Get out for this venerated self!” 

At this moment, everyone’s face revealed puzzled looks. 



Could it be that this Immortal Grove Region still had someone who could be Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s 

match? 

“What’s going on here? Could it be Senior Kunwu taking action?” 

White Light looked at Yue Mengli in surprise but discovered that her beautiful body was trembling 

incessantly. Her face revealed an excited red glow. 

Just as White Light was completely bewildered, he heard Yue Mengli with an extremely excited voice 

saying, “He ... came back!” 

White Light froze and said, “Who? Who came back?” 

Yue Mengli said agitatedly, “It’s Big Brother Yuan! Big Brother Yuan came back!” 

White Light’s entire body trembled. Right at this moment, there was a tremor in the void. Several figures 

stood in the air, facing Heavenly Sin Heretic God from afar. 

That figure in the center, who could it be if not Ye Yuan? 

Speaking of which was coincidental too, Ye Yuan and the rest were currently chatting idly above the East 

Sea when he felt the powerful undulation of Heavenly Dao. 

This kind of undulation was what only the controller could have. 

Virtually without the slightest hesitation, he immediately came here with a teleport and just happened 

to run into Heavenly Sin pointing a finger at Fang Tian, which he made a move to resolve. 

Fang Tian’s entire body trembled and he said in disbelief, “Y-Ye Yuan! How is this possible?!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Fang Tian and said with a smile, “Senior Fang Tian, I’ve let you get startled.” 

After the astonishment, Fang Tian laughed loudly and said, “Good! Good! Good that you’re back! Haha!” 

Everyone looked at that white-robed youth in the sky, full of shock. 

Ye Yuan actually came back! 

“Hahaha ... Ye Yuan came back! We’re saved!” 

“Ye Yuan is really the Immortal Grove Region’s guardian god! With him around, we’re safe!” 

“Ye Yuan always appears in the time of crisis. This time was not an exception either!” 

“He ... He actually broke through to middle-stage Origin Deity! My god, he just left for 100 years and 

already broke through two major realms! This guy is really as freakish as ever!” 

... 

Ye Yuan’s appearance made everyone rouse themselves. 

In their eyes, Ye Yuan was the savior! 

However, not everyone was optimistic. 



“Don’t be happy too early! Ye Yuan and Heavenly Sin are both controllers, but Heavenly Sin’s realm is 

two minor realms higher than Ye Yuan. This matter doesn’t bode well!” someone said with a solemn 

look. 

With him saying so, everyone’s expression changed. 

Heavenly Sin’s might, they had experienced it deeply. Was Ye Yuan really his match? 

Seeing these people’s expressions and words, very quickly, Heavenly Sin understood just who this white-

robed youth in front of him was. 

“You’re the other Heavenly Dao controller? Looks ... so weak!” Heavenly Sin said with an evil smile on 

his face. 

Although Ye Yuan’s appearance was somewhat unexpected, he was not worried. 

The disparity between middle-stage Origin Deity and grand completion Origin Deity was too great! 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him and said icily, “Where are you, a trash, even from? To actually dare 

make a move against Senior Fang Tian?” 

While talking, Ye Yuan’s gaze flitted to the Waveheaven Divine Carriage behind Heavenly Sin as well as 

those eight enormous dragons’ bodies. A surge of fury instantly combusted in his heart. 

“Trash? An ant like you also dares to call this venerated self trash? Truly, the ignorant are fearless! Heh, 

you came just in time, this venerated self is going to take Li-er as my wife today. Since you came back, 

just nice, you can be a witness for us! Seeing your true love become somebody else’s wife, are you very 

furious? However, this venerated self just likes to see the appearance of other people angry, but 

helpless to do anything! Hahaha ... You rest assured, this venerated self won’t kill you today. This 

venerated self wants you to watch me and Li-er consummate our marriage!” 

Talking until the exciting parts, Heavenly Sin could not resist letting loose a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan was very calm and did not blow his top like Heavenly Sin imagined. 

But the people present were all too familiar with Ye Yuan. They all knew that Ye Yuan was truly enraged. 

Furthermore, the wrath this time could probably burn the horizon! 

This Heavenly Sin Heretic God was really too able to provoke! 

Except, was Ye Yuan really Heavenly Sin Heretic God’s match? 

Two minor realms might not count for anything when at the mortal realms. 

But reaching Origin Deity Realm, this was two huge mountains; virtually unable to cross! 

When Ye Yuan made a move to save Fang Tian, he did not know what happened. He even thought that 

the Law Enforcement Hall offended this great deity. 

But with Heavenly Sin saying so, he completely understood. 

Very good, there was actually someone who dared to provoke him like this! 



Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Sin calmly just like that and slowly opened his mouth and said, “Although I 

don’t know where you popped out from, but you’re really good! My wrath has already been suddenly 

ignited by you!” 

Ye Yuan’s reaction made Heavenly Sin somewhat displeased. 

He liked to see others be in a violent rage, then trample others underfoot. 

Ye Yuan’s calmness made him lose some delight. 

But no matter, he would make Ye Yuan really become enraged. 

Heavenly Sin smiled evilly and said, “Brat, I know that you’re a Heavenly Dao controller too. But, there’s 

a gap in strength between controllers too! Remember, I understand heaven better than you!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1576: Does It Dare to Answer If You Call It? 

“Remember, I understand heaven better than you!” 

Heavenly Sin’s voice reverberated between heaven and earth. That figure appeared incomparably tall in 

everyone’s eyes. 

The current Heavenly Sin Heretic God was so all-powerful. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

Heavenly Sin’s aura climbed wildly. Dark clouds gathered overhead in the sky, while lightning was 

accompanied by peals of thunder, making people have the jitters. 

At this moment, it was as if the end of the world had come, and heaven and earth collapsed. 

The entire Immortal Grove World started shuddering. 

Because of Heavenly Sin Heretic God! 

“This ... This is too strong, right?” 

“Turns out that that finger just now was not his full strength at all.” 

“This ... How to fight him? I feel like he’s the god of creation!” 

... 

Everyone’s faces revealed a look of horror. They were frightened by Heavenly Sin’s powerful strength. 

Perhaps Heavenly Sin’s strength was just a small fry when placed in the Heavenspan World. 

But in this Immortal Grove World, he was invincible! 

“Big Brother Yuan!” Yue Mengli shouted. When she saw this scene, she was too frightened until her 

complexion turned pale. 

This powerful pressure was truly too scary. 
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She was not afraid for herself. She was worried about Ye Yuan. 

Even though Ye Yuan’s improvement was very terrifying, she still did not know whether or not Ye Yuan 

could do it to this extent similarly as a controller. 

Ye Yuan turned around to look at Li-er and gave her a reassuring look. 

Li-er and Ye Yuan had their hearts and minds connected, and she instantly set her mind at ease. 

The rest also looked at Ye Yuan with worried expressions. If Ye Yuan could not stop Heavenly Sin Heretic 

God, then the Immortal Grove Region would fall into a bottomless abyss! 

“Hahaha, kid, you’re also a Heavenly Dao controller, why don’t you summon the might of Heavenly Dao? 

Or is it that you already gave up? If you’re not making a move, then I’m coming! You relax, I won’t kill 

you. Li-er and I still haven’t performed the formal wedding ceremony!” 

Finished talking, Heavenly Sin looked down from a height, and suddenly smacked a palm down. 

Rumble ... 

An enormous black palm protruded out from the void, making the entire Immortal Grove World quake. 

Fang Tian, Skydistant, these Deity Realm powerhouses, lost control of their bodies all of a sudden, 

dropping down from the sky one after another. 

The entire Immortal Grove World’s Heavenly Dao became chaotic, they were completely unable to fly in 

the air. 

Even Ning Siyu and the rest who came from the Heavenspan World were unable to fly in the air too. 

Above the void, there was only Ye Yuan and Heavenly Sin left. 

“Heretic God Palm! Brat, do you dare to receive this palm or not? If you don’t receive it, everyone below 

will have to be buried in death with you! Hahaha ... Is it very despairing for you?” Heavenly Sin laughed 

wantonly. 

Wild winds raged, the corners of Ye Yuan’s sleeves fluttered wildly. 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back, looking at the firmament from a distance, and just quietly 

watched it just like this, watching Heavenly Sin perform alone. 

The enormous palm reached out from the void and pressed down towards the top of Ye Yuan’s head. 

However, Ye Yuan did not seem to have the intention of resisting at all. 

Everyone below was dumbfounded with shock, screaming one by one. 

“What’s Ye Yuan doing? Could it be that he’s not fighting back?” 

“Ye Yuan, quickly make a move! It’s too late!” 

“Ye Yuan, you’re our last hope, you mustn’t give up!” 

... 



Looking as the giant palm was about to land on top of Ye Yuan’s head, Ye Yuan still did not have the 

intention of making a move. 

Heavenly Sin was dumbfounded and thought to himself, could this punk be an idiot? To actually not 

even fight back? 

However, right at this time, something that made everyone stare wide-eyed and their mouths agape 

happened. 

All of a sudden, the entire sky started trembling. 

That black giant palm seemingly saw something terrifying and actually shrunk right back! 

Retracting back into the void! 

The original thick peals of thunder and dense dark clouds vanished without a trace in a blink of an eye. 

Clear skies illuminated the world once more. 

When the sunlight shone on everyone’s face once more, they all felt as if they had experienced a 

baptism from doomsday to rebirth. 

Everyone was dumbfounded! 

Heavenly Sin was also dumbfounded! 

What just happened? 

Seemed like Ye Yuan did not do anything. 

What happened? 

At this time, Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Sin, slowly opened his mouth, and said, “What did you say 

earlier, I didn’t hear clearly. Can I trouble you to say it one more time?” 

A hint of panic finally flashed across in Heavenly Sin’s eyes. 

Impossible, it definitely was not done by this kid! 

A blunder! 

Right, it must have been a mistake! 

Dealing the Heretic God Palm once more would definitely be able to smack this brat to death! 

Thinking up to here, Heavenly Sin’s confidence mustered up once more and he said with a cold snort, “I 

said, I understand heaven better than you! Why? Are you unconvinced?” 

Done talking, Heavenly Sin released his aura, wanting to summon the might of Heavenly Dao once again. 

“Heretic God Palm!” 

However, there was no movement in the sky at all. 

Heavenly Dao seemed to not be able to hear his call at all and did not even have any reaction. 



Whatever thick peals of thunder, whatever Heavenly Dao chaotic, nothing at all! 

Heavenly Sin’s pupils constricted and he looked at this scene in disbelief as he said, “Impossible! This ... 

how is this possible? I ... I clearly already obtained the recognition of Heavenly Dao and became the 

controller of Heavenly Dao!” 

“Heretic God Palm!” 

Heavenly Sin’s face turned red from exertion, but Heavenly Dao still did not give him any response at all. 

Below, everyone exchanged glances, all with baffled looks, completely not knowing what happened. 

Heaven and earth changed colors just now, but why did it become blue sky and gentle breeze in a 

twinkle? 

“Who knows what’s going on? Did Ye Yuan do this?” 

“No way, right? Even though he’s also a controller, it’s impossible to do it to this extent, right?” 

“He clearly didn’t do anything just now. He just stood there and did not even move a finger.” 

... 

Yue Mengli’s beautiful eyes stared fixedly at Ye Yuan. She was incomparably certain in her heart and this 

was done by Ye Yuan. 

Even though she could not understand at all. 

She knew that Ye Yuan was still that undefeatable Ye Yuan. 

Even if the Immortal Grove World produced a Heavenly Sin Heretic God, it was still impossible to be Ye 

Yuan’s match! 

“Hahaha, Big Brother is really too awesome! Didn’t even move a finger and he made this guy croak! 

Hahaha, too satisfying!” White Light suddenly laughed loudly and said. 

He was the same as Li-er, knowing that this was definitely Ye Yuan’s work! 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s eyelids raised slightly and he looked at Heavenly Sin as he said coolly, “Just now, 

you said that you understand heaven better than me?” 

Heavenly Sin choked and said, “I ... I ...” 

A hint of mockery flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth, and he said with a cold sneer, “Do you 

know how big the heaven outside is? Do you know how strong the people outside are? Do you know 

how weak you are? You are merely a frog at the bottom of a well!” 

You are merely a frog at the bottom of a well! 

This one sentence shocked everyone’s heart. 

Even an existence like Heavenly Sin was just a frog at the bottom of a well? 



Heavenly Sin’s expression became incomparably ugly and he roared at Ye Yuan, “Impossible! You’re 

merely a controller too! Furthermore, my realm is higher than yours, and my comprehensions are 

deeper than yours! I, Heavenly Sin Heretic God, am this Immortal Grove World’s number one 

controller!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said coolly, “Oh? Is that so? If you’re the controller, does it dare to answer if you call 

it?” 

Heavenly Sin’s face was like a chameleon, instantly changing several colors. 

He gritted his teeth and said, “I don’t believe that I can’t control Heavenly Dao! Heretic God Palm! 

Heretic God Palm! Heretic God Palm!” 

Heavenly Sin seemed like a madman shouting non-stop. However, Heavenly Dao still did not react at all. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1577: Sundering Heavenly Dao! 

Looking at Heavenly Sin’s crazy-like behavior, everyone’s faces revealed strange looks. 

Was this Heavenly Sin Heretic God in front of them really that one who nearly killed them just now? 

What the hell did Ye Yuan do, to actually let a controller lose control of Heavenly Dao? 

“What did Ye Yuan say just now? Heavenly Dao ... dares not answer?” Fang Tian said somewhat 

uncertainly. 

He somewhat doubted whether or not he heard wrongly, hence, he asked the Skydistant beside him. 

Skydistant glanced at him and said full of shock, “Could his meaning be that Heavenly Dao was 

frightened away by him? And he really didn’t do anything?” 

“Heavenly Dao ... can be frightened away too? What ... What on earth is it afraid of?” Fang Tian felt like 

his brain was somewhat unable to keep up. 

Skydistant drew a deep breath, his gaze deep as he said, “Looks like not seeing him for 100 years, Ye 

Yuan’s realm is already not what you and I can imagine!” 

Everyone was incomparably shocked in their hearts. Before going out, Ye Yuan was just a Heavenly Dao 

controller. But returning this time, even Heavenly Dao actually trembled. 

An emotion called despair crept out in Heavenly Sin’s heart. 

He experienced 300 thousand years before producing a trace of enlightenment, obtaining Heavenly 

Dao’s recognition. 

But now, what the hell was this? 

It was just over a month after he came out of seclusion! 

Over 300 thousand years of humiliation, he had not begun to take revenge on this world and it already 

ended? 
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Suddenly, his eyes lit up and he said with a cold smile, “If I can’t control Heavenly Dao, I don’t believe 

that you can as well! Humph! Even if I don’t control Heavenly Dao, my realm still crushes you!” 

When people despair, it would always be easy to find all sorts of excuses for themselves. 

Heavenly Sin was naturally unwilling to be trampled underfoot by Ye Yuan, so he kept on finding excuses 

in his heart. 

Perhaps, Heavenly Dao was just temporarily unable to be controlled! 

Similarly, as a controller, there was no reason that he could not but Ye Yuan could! 

Heavenly Sin’s aura of grand completion Origin Deity emitted out, the commotion was similarly 

incomparably outrageous. 

His strength could virtually rival Kanuo’s already. 

Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Sin with pity and said indifferently, “Ignorance is truly terrifying. You can’t, 

doesn’t mean that I can’t!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan raised his palm and pressed down. 

An enormous palm reached out of the void and slapped onto Heavenly Sin’s body with a momentum like 

a sudden peal of thunder which left no time for covering ears. 

Heavenly Sin spurted fresh blood wildly, his figure flying out backward. 

The might of Heavenly Dao! 

Ye Yuan did not deal a heavy blow. This palm broke bones and injured the ligaments, but absolutely 

would not take his life. 

Before he returned, he never dreamed that this Immortal Grove Region actually still had someone who 

dared to provoke him like this. 

Very good, he was very successful! 

Ye Yuan was very angry and the consequences were very severe! 

He calmly looked at the Heavenly Sin spurting fresh blood wildly and said, “You understand heaven 

better than me? Who gave you the courage to say this sort of words in front of me?” 

Boom! 

Another palm protruded out of the void and smacked Heavenly Sin silly like smacking a fly. 

He had not recovered when a large foot already trampled on his face, directly trampling him onto the 

ground from the air. 

Boom! 

Another loud bang, a 100 thousand foot pit was smashed out on the surface of the ground. 

Heavenly Sin’s face was practically flattened by Ye Yuan. 



“Posturing in front of me, no problem! At most, I’ll beat you up and it will be over. But you dared to 

touch my woman, Ye Yuan’s woman, and dared to humiliate my own race, dared to kill the senior who 

watched me, Ye Yuan, grow up. I ... am very angry!” Ye Yuan’s words got colder word after word. 

These things were all what Ye Yuan was very particular about, being a taboo. 

Especially Li-er, she was a weight that he could not bear in his life. 

Mu Lingxue’s matter made Ye Yuan even more sensitive to such things. 

However, this guy just had to make an issue about this kind of thing. 

How could he not be furious? 

“This ... This venerated self was wrong! I ... I beg Your Excellency to spare me!” Heavenly Sin said with a 

slur and blood pooling. 

He was really frightened, this young man in front of him was seriously too terrifying. 

He finally knew now that Ye Yuan really understood heaven better than him and was not joking with 

him. 

It was just that he did not understand, why would Heavenly Dao actually be afraid of Ye Yuan? 

But this was already not important, he was trapped for 300 thousand years. Now that he broke free, he 

had not enjoyed life yet. He did not want to die yet! 

Ye Yuan glanced at him, a hint of a smile that gave people a chill flashed across the corners of his mouth. 

It was just that this hint of smile, Heavenly Sin could not see it at all now. 

Tap! 

Ye Yuan threw a medicinal pill beside Heavenly Sin’s head and said coolly, “Eat it, don’t say that I’m 

bullying you. I’ll give you a chance for a fair fight right now!” 

Ye Yuan let go of his leg. Heavenly Sin looked at the medicinal pill beside him but did not dare to make a 

move. 

Only an idiot would fall for it! 

Right now, it was more important to preserve his life. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell and he said, “I asked you to eat it, you didn’t hear it?” 

A terrifying killing intent locked onto Heavenly Sin. How could he still dare to hesitate, grabbing the 

medicinal pill on the ground and swallowing it. 

The medicinal pill entering the abdomen, a wave of cool reinvigoration instantly filled all the limbs and 

bones in his body, making his entire person much more spirited. 

What a powerful healing medicinal pill! 

Heavenly Sin was startled inwardly, looking at Ye Yuan rather disbelievingly. 



The medicinal effect of this medicinal pill was truly too incredible. 

In less than an hour, he could fully recover. 

“Give you one hour’s time, refine the medicinal pill’s medicinal strength.” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Heavenly Sin was full of doubts, not knowing what medicine Ye Yuan was selling in his gourd. 

Could it be that this guy was going to fatten him up and then slaughter him? 

But Ye Yuan’s words, how could he dare to defy? He could only muster up divine essence and start to 

refine the medicinal pill. 

Everyone all looked at Ye Yuan with puzzled looks, similarly not understanding what he was going to do. 

This kind of guy, directly smack him to death with one slap would do, being so long-winded with him for 

what? 

Now, he actually even wanted to treat his injuries. 

But Ye Yuan’s decision, how could it be their turn to interfere? 

One hour later, Heavenly Sin was full of energy again and actually directly recovered to his peak state. 

When everyone saw this scene, they could not help but marvel greatly at the medicine effect of this 

healing medicinal pill. 

Especially Fang Tian and the rest, they naturally knew that divine pills were vastly different from mortal 

realm medicinal pills. 

Ye Yuan’s currently Alchemy Dao strength was simply unfathomable! 

Heavenly Sin stood up and was just like an aggrieved little wife, not daring to make a sound. 

At this time, Ye Yuan said coolly, “You and I are both controllers, I’ll give you the chance for a fair fight. 

We won’t use the power of Heavenly Dao and have a fair battle!” 

Heavenly Sin’s gaze turned intent and he hurriedly waved his hand and said, “Y-Your Excellency, how can 

this lowly one dare to make a move against you? Previously, it was all this lowly one who was 

scoundrelly and did ... did something that shouldn’t be done. I ... I beg your excellency to spare this lowly 

one’s life!” 

What a joke, you say fair battle and it would be a fair battle? 

You want to let me be pleased with myself for a while, then when you can’t beat you, use the power of 

Heavenly Dao again and smack me to death with one slap! 

What kind of existence am I, Heavenly Sin Heretic God? How could I fall for the scheme of you, this 

child? 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s palm-blade chopped at the void. 

Crack! 



Right at this time, a bolt of lightning tore across the sky, akin to a bolt out of the blue! 

Heavenly Sin’s eyes went wide and he said in disbelief, “Y-Y-Y-You sundered the Heavenly Dao?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1578: Resounding Slap 

Obtaining the recognition of Heavenly Dao and becoming the Heavenly Dao controller of a world, the 

martial artist would produce a trace of inexplicable connection with this small world. 

The martial artist could mobilize the power of Heavenly Dao for his own use through this hint of 

connection. 

This was the so-called controller of an owner-less world! 

But Ye Yuan actually severed this trace of connection just now. 

This meant that he was not the controller now. 

Everyone present were not fools, how could they still not understand what was going on? 

Each and every one of their faces revealed incomparably shocked expressions, feeling very perplexed by 

Ye Yuan’s action. 

“Now, you can rest assured, right? I’m giving you this chance, a fair battle!” Ye Yuan said coolly as if he 

did something ordinary. 

Heavenly Sin was stunned for a full ten breaths of time before slowly coming back to his senses. 

“Hahaha ... you actually severed the Heavenly Dao! Actually really sundered the Heavenly Dao!” After 

coming back to his senses, Heavenly Sin was wildly elated in his heart and laughed wildly without 

ceasing. 

At this moment, he was incomparably certain that this Ye Yuan was a fool! 

A complete fool! 

He, Heavenly Sin Heretic God, used 300 thousand years before achieving the realm of controller. 

But this kid actually cut off Heavenly Dao without even batting an eyelid! 

The confidence that was just trampled into pieces by Ye Yuan instantly returned to him. 

That feeling of showing disdain on everything returned again! 

With Ye Yuan no longer being a controller, he was the Immortal Grove Region’s strongest! 

A fair battle! 

Screw his fair battle! 

Only a fool would have a fair fight with you! 

“Kid, this venerated self admires your courage and boldness. As a Heavenly Dao’s controller, you 

actually severed it at the drop of a hat!” Heavenly Sin said proudly. 
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Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Sin calmly and said coolly, “Just a small world’s controller, only a frog at the 

bottom of a well like you will take it seriously.” 

Heavenly Sin laughed loudly and said, “Yes, you’ve gone to experience the world outside, a small world’s 

controller is indeed nothing. But in the Immortal Grove Region, I’m the strongest!” 

Everyone was unable to understand why Ye Yuan would do such an action. 

“What on earth is Ye Yuan trying to do? He sundered Heavenly Sin Heretic God, who else is Heavenly Sin 

Heretic God’s match in this Immortal Grove Region?” 

“Ye Yuan is too reckless! He wouldn’t naively think that the Heavenly Sin Heretic God would have a fair 

fight with him, right?” 

“Ye Yuan might have lost his head being angered by Heavenly Sin, wanting to use his real strength to 

crush the other party. He sundered Heavenly Dao, but Heavenly Sin Heretic God would not cut it off!” 

“Could it be that ye yuan still has some backup plan?” 

“Under this sort of situation, what backup plan can there still be? I can’t imagine it at all!” 

... 

Earlier, Ye Yuan ravaged Heavenly Sin like smacking a fly, they still felt very liberated. 

Who knew that in a twinkle, the situation actually had such a startling great reversal. 

Ye Yuan’s action made the situation become one-sided again. 

Ning Siyu looked at the Ye Yuan high up in the sky thoughtfully. She knew that Ye Yuan’s combat 

strength was extremely formidable, in a fair fight, Heavenly Sin could never be Ye Yuan’s match. 

But the problem was, how on earth was Ye Yuan going to resist the power of Heavenly Dao? 

Unless a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse came, otherwise, she really could not figure out what means Ye 

Yuan had that could resolve the might of Heavenly Dao. 

Suddenly, Heavenly Sin’s eyes turned cold and he said in a solemn voice, “Kid, it’s you who’s seeking 

death! The humiliation that you gave this venerated self earlier, I’m going to get it back a thousand folds 

now!” 

Heretic God Palm! 

Heavenly Sin shouted and smacked towards Ye Yuan. 

In the next instant, his expression became incomparably fascinating. 

F*cking failed again! 

He was actually still unable to mobilize the power of Heavenly Dao! 

Everyone had stunned faces. 



“What’s going on here? Ye Yuan already cut off Heavenly Dao, Heavenly Sin is the Immortal Grove 

Region’s only controller now, why is he still unable to control Heavenly Dao?” 

“Hahaha ... I understand, Ye Yuan is deliberately messing with him!” 

“This guy even thought that he got a huge bargain, didn’t expect that Ye Yuan was totally playing with 

him. Heretic God Palm, hahaha, really killing me!” 

... 

Heavenly Sin’s expression was as ugly as it could get. He felt like his world view already collapsed. 

A hint of panic revealed in his eyes once more as he said, “Impossible! I’m clearly the only controller, 

why am I still unable to mobilize the power of Heavenly Dao?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him like looking at an idiot and said coolly, “Your brain isn’t too good, right? Do you 

think that everyone is as stupid as you? Would I put my life in your hands? Cutting off Heavenly Dao, I’m 

naturally very certain that Heavenly Dao is useless to me.” 

Heavenly Sin’s gaze turned intent, he went completely mad. 

He finally knew that Ye Yuan was deliberately messing with him! 

“Kid, looks like you’re very smug huh?! However ... did you forget something?” Heavenly Sin said in a 

cold voice. 

Ye Yuan pretended to be surprised as he said, “Oh? What did I forget?” 

Heavenly Sin grinned hideously and said, “You forgot, this venerable self is two minor realms higher than 

you! This venerable self is already standing at the peak of Origin Deity Realm!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Is that so? You’re so impressive huh! I said just now, I’m going to have a fair 

battle with you. I want to defeat you in an upright manner!” 

Heavenly Sin sneered and said, “Defeat me? With the likes of you? Even if not borrowing the might of 

Heavenly Dao, killing you will be as easy as blowing off dust too! I’ll let you take a look at this venerated 

self’s true strength!” 

While talking, the aura of Heavenly Sin’s grand completion Origin Deity completely released. 

A gleaming scimitar appeared in his hand, it was shockingly a celestial deity artifact. 

Heavenly Sin grinned hideously and said, “Heavenly Moon Wild Blade! Kid, die!” 

A blade that advanced with an indomitable will, the imposing momentum was incomparably shocking 

from beginning to end. 

Even when Fang Tian, Skydistant, and the rest saw this blade, they quaked in their boots too. 

They could not help looking towards Ye Yuan worriedly, not knowing if Ye Yuan was really Heavenly Sin’s 

match. 

Heavenly Sin’s speed was swift to the extreme, arriving in front of Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 



Same as before, Ye Yuan still did not move and still stood with his hands behind his back just like that. 

Heavenly Sin was wildly elated in his heart. Such a close distance, Ye Yuan absolutely could not avoid his 

blade. 

But right at this time, there was a blur before Heavenly Sin’s eyes. He actually lost track of Ye Yuan. 

He was greatly alarmed in his heart, hurriedly pulling back the blade to save himself. 

Slap! 

A resounding slap reverberated throughout the sky, transmitting into everyone’s ears. 

Heavenly Sin’s body shot towards the ground like a cannonball, smashing out a large pit once more. 

Ning Siyu looked at this scene and said disdainfully, “Dumbass, even half-step Divine Lords aren’t Master 

Ye’s match. With the likes of your middling skills, you still wish to hack until him?” 

Swoosh! 

Heavenly Sin leaped up from the giant pit, black gas fluctuating on his body. 

He was already furious to the extreme and said with an angry yell, “Punk, I’m going to kill you, flay your 

skin, and pull out your tendons!” 

Another blade that startled heaven and earth and made gods and ghosts weep! 

However ... 

Slap! 

It was another resounding slap! 

Quite a number of people all unconsciously touched their faces, as if that slap was smacked onto their 

faces. 

Really painful! 

“Ahh, ahh, ahh, Ye Yuan! I’m going to kill you!” Heavenly Sin roared and charged over once more. 

Slap! 

Slap! 

Slap! 

One slap followed another. Ye Yuan’s movement was erratic. 

But with each slap, the sound was clear and audible. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1579: You re Simply a Devil! 

Heavenly Sin was yelling frenziedly in his heart, but he could not see Ye Yuan’s movement clearly at all. 
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He could not even beg for mercy! 

Heavenly Sin had utterly collapsed! 

Just now, with Ye Yuan cutting off the Heavenly Dao, he thought that his chance had come. 

He was even mocking Ye Yuan in his heart. 

That instant, he looked forward to the future very much. 

But in a twinkle, Ye Yuan used his ridiculously inhumane strength and shattered his hopes to pieces. 

From being enormously proud of his success to despair, to when hope came again, to when hope was 

extinguished again. 

In this short while, his heart had experienced violent ups and downs that ordinary people found hard to 

imagine. 

At this time, his Dao heart was already close to breaking down. 

Suddenly, the slapping sounds were gone. 

Ye Yuan actually stopped slapping him! 

Everyone was dead silent. They were astounded by Ye Yuan’s strength. 

The middle-stage Origin Deity Ye Yuan actually beat the grand completion Origin Deity Heavenly Sin like 

a dog. 

Sure enough, it was still that familiar taste! 

Ye Yuan’s power did not need explanations at all. 

Only now did they know that their previous worries were completely superfluous. 

The only thing that they had to do was to believe in Ye Yuan. 

Heavenly Sin’s face already lost human form. 

All of the teeth in his mouth were knocked out, his face swollen heavily, his mouth was full of golden 

bloodstains, looking incomparably ugly. 

Ye Yuan used the power of laws. Naturally, it would not let his injuries be so easy to heal. 

He looked at the pig head-like Heavenly Sin and said coolly, “Just now, did you feel that you had hope 

again? You thought that me treating you and then cutting off the Heavenly Dao, you can dominate the 

Immortal Grove Region already, right? Very sorry, I let you down. I did it on purpose. Giving you hope 

amidst despair, then personally crushing this hope. This delight is truly unimaginable!” 

Heavenly Sin’s pupils constricted. He knew that Ye Yuan was simply toying with his feelings from start 

until now! 

Him wanting to kill Heavenly Sin was simply a matter of moving a fingertip. 

But he just did not! 



This kind of toying was even more humiliating than him being dumped after being toyed by women. 

He was a fool through and through, being toyed in Ye Yuan’s palm. 

He was sold by Ye Yuan and still counting money for Ye Yuan, overflowing with gratitude. 

“You ... You’re simply a devil!” Heavenly Sin gabbled. 

He really was in a desperate state and was really afraid! 

He boasted that he was already very evil, but in front of Ye Yuan’s means, it was simply like an 

apprentice in the presence of a great sorcerer. 

Except, he did not have the qualifications to play like this at all. 

Ye Yuan had a strength that he was unable to imagine. No matter how he wanted to play, he could play. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Devil? Heh heh, if you feel that I’m a devil, then that’s right! But if I tell you now 

that even though I sundered the Heavenly Dao, I can still mobilize it, what would you think?” 

Heavenly Sin’s pupils constricted and he cried out in shock, “I-Impossible!” 

Not just Heavenly Sin, the faces of everyone below all revealed shocked and disbelieving expressions. 

Already severed the fetters with the Heavenly Dao, how could he possibly control the power of the 

Heavenly Dao again? 

A faint smile hung on Ye Yuan’s face. Lightly tapping a finger out, the wind and clouds changed colors! 

“Puhwark!” 

In a blink of an eye, terrifying air billows struck Heavenly Sin, punching a large hole in his chest. 

The look in Heavenly Sin’s eyes showed that he was terrified to the extreme, his gaze full of disbelief. 

How was this possible? 

How was this possible! 

He could really mobilize the power of the Heavenly Dao! 

Could it be that him sundering the Heavenly Dao earlier was just an illusion? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Are you very surprised? Why am I still able to mobilize the Heavenly Dao 

when I’ve severed it?” 

Ye Yuan paused for a bit and said, “Sorry, this is a secret, I won’t tell you!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Heavenly Sin had anger rush to his heart and spewed out a large mouthful of blood again. 

The current Heavenly Sin was already an arrow at the end of its flight, only left with a final breath. 

Ye Yuan deliberately not killing him was in order to let him feel despair. 



Ye Yuan looked at him and said with pity, “Don’t ask why I’m so wicked. Want to blame someone, can 

only blame you for doing what you shouldn’t have done!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Ye Yuan pointed another finger out, directly destroying Heavenly Sin’s divine sea. 

“Ahh! My ... My divine sea!” Heavenly Sin screamed miserably. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “Since you were suppressed for 300 thousand years and are still 

not dead, it shows that your vitality is very tenacious. Then, you should continue being suppressed!” 

Ye Yuan turned his palm over, directly slamming Heavenly Sin into the earth. 

The violent power of the Heavenly Dao poured into the sealed land frenziedly, sealing Heavenly Sin 

firmly underneath. 

Ye Yuan’s seal was more than a hundred times stronger than those people 300 thousand years ago. 

Even if his cultivation could recover, it was also impossible to break free from this sealed land. 

He would be sealed until death. 

Everything returned to tranquility. Everyone looked at that invincible figure high in the sky, somewhat 

unsure what they should say. 

A calamity that was sufficient to destroy the world was actually resolved by Ye Yuan so effortlessly. 

Furthermore, this guy was too capable in messing around, making their little hearts pound heavily. 

Ye Yuan made Heavenly Sin run around in circles, how was it also not keeping them on tenterhooks for 

half a day? 

But Fang Tian and the rest all knew why Ye Yuan did so. Heavenly Sin’s provocation made Ye Yuan 

become genuinely enraged, that was why he would toy with his opponent like so, crushing his 

opponent’s last trace of confidence. 

If it were another enemy, even if Ye Yuan killed the opponent, he would not torment him like this either. 

But Mu Lingxue’s death was originally Ye Yuan’s greatest regret in this life. Now, this Heavenly Sin was 

actually so blind, wanting to snatch Ye Yuan’s other lover, what was this if not seeking death? 

Ye Yuan’s figure flashed, arriving by Li-er’s side. 

He reached his hand out and lightly caressed Li-er’s face. For a moment, a multitude of feelings surged 

up. 

“Li-er, you became thinner.” Ye Yuan said with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Ye Yuan understood that he barely escaped deaths in the Heavenspan World. Li-er also lived in constant 

fear and worry for a hundred years in the Immortal Grove World. 

These 100 years were not easy! 



Two rows of clear tears fell down, but Li-er forced herself to smile. 

Just now, she thought that she could no longer see Ye Yuan. 

She did not expect that at the final juncture, Ye Yuan actually returned to the Immortal Grove World 

miraculously. 

She shook her head hard and said, “Li-er ate well and slept well, I didn’t get thinner! Rather, it’s you who 

suffered considerable hardships in the Heavenspan World these few years, right?” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “You’re still so understanding. But the more you’re like this, the more I 

feel that I owe you!” 

Li-er shook her head hard again and said sobbingly, “Compared to Elder Sister Lingxue, what does my bit 

of hardship count as? Big Brother Yuan, you went to the Heavenspan World, have you found the method 

to save Elder Sister Lingxue?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh, “Too difficult!” 

Li-er’s tears flowed down again involuntarily. 

Ye Yuan lightly pulled Li-er into his embrace, everything was conveyed without words. 

Liang Wanru could not hear what the two of them were saying. Seeing this scene from far away, her 

beautiful body involuntarily shuddered, tears flowing down unwittingly. 

She completely did not expect that in this small world, there was actually such a world-toppling visage. 

No wonder Big Brother Ye rejected her! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1580: Lifting the Power of the Curse 

Inside the hidden chamber, brilliant colors were dancing, being incomparably dazzling. 

Fang Tian’s eyes gradually became bright, seemingly producing a trace of understanding. 

He discovered that a trace of bond was actually established between him and Heavenly Dao! 

This trace of bond made him feel that he was unbelievably powerful! 

Gradually, the luscious colors disappeared without a trace, returning to tranquility. 

Fang Tian looked at the Ye Yuan in front, the shock in his heart could not be any greater. 

Even though he examined himself and felt that his talent was peerless, to say becoming Heavenly Dao’s 

controller, it was still beyond his reach. 

But Ye Yuan actually helped him to establish a trace of bond between him and Heavenly Dao, making 

him become a controller! 

Just what kind of level had this kid reached?! 

“How in the world did you do it?” Fang Tian sucked in a deep breath and asked. 
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Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The World Suppressing Stele is even stronger than you imagine. It’s all thanks 

to the World Suppressing Stele that I have today’s accomplishment.” 

He did not tell Fang Tian about the matter of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. It was not that he did 

not trust Fang Tian, but this kind of heaven-shocking secret, knowing it would not benefit him at all. 

Once the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was exposed, probably even Dao Ancestors would be moved. 

Knowing this kind of thing did not have any benefits to Fang Tian at all. 

Returning and encountering Heavenly Sin Heretic God this time made Ye Yuan realize many uncertain 

elements. 

Hence, he borrowed the power of the World Suppressing Stele and let Fang Tian become a new 

controller. 

No matter from which angle, Fang Tian was the most suitable candidate to become a controller. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Fang Tian could not help smiling bitterly and said, “Looks like the World 

Suppressing Stele was really wasted in my hands.” 

Ever since after Heavenly Dao recovered, Fang Tian’s thick accumulations erupted, his realm soaring 

rapidly all the way like sitting on a rocket and already broke through to initial-stage Origin Deity, even 

catching up to the veteran grand completion Heaven Glimpse Skydistant. 

But he never dreamed that a short 100 years, not only had Ye Yuan already surpassed him in terms of 

realm, his true combat strength even rivaled half-step Divine Lord. 

This improvement speed simply made people wish to knock their heads and die. 

One had to know, he, Fang Tian, had accumulated for 50 thousand years before he had such astonishing 

cultivation speed. 

But Ye Yuan? 

Counting his previous life’s time, it was also merely a hasty several hundred years! 

By comparison, this disparity was seriously too great. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior, the Immortal Grove Region’s matters will be left to you in the future. 

Returning this time, I’m going to bring Li-er, White Light, Fiery, they all away. After all, this place is just a 

small world. Furthermore, the Heavenly Dao is incomplete and it’s too limited.” 

Fang Tian nodded and said, “What you said is right! With their talent, it’s truly too wasteful to be in the 

Immortal Grove World. This old man is old and can’t endure more suffering. Otherwise, I’d definitely 

want to follow you together to the Heavenspan World.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior, rest assured. After I gain a firm foothold in the Heavenspan World, I’ll 

naturally bring you and Senior Skydistant they all over.” 

Fang Tian smiled and said, “Then I’ll wait for the arrival of this day! Coming back this time, how long are 

you planning on staying?” 



Ye Yuan said, “I can’t say for long. The Heavenspan World that side also has packs of wolves circling 

around! After I deal with the curse of the land of exile, I plan on leaving.” 

Even though Ye Yuan was already the Pill Tower’s elder now, his appearance already aroused Head 

Elder’s fear. 

Also, that Deercry, Ye Yuan already offended him to the core, he would definitely think of ways to deal 

with him. 

Second Elder, his faction was weak to begin with, so Ye Yuan’s days in the future would not be very 

smooth. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan, an Origin Deity Realm powerhouse, mixed up amidst a bunch of Divine Lord Realm 

powerhouses, the pressure was truly immense! 

But Fang Tian said in shock, “You can already lift the curse? Wasn’t it said that you have to wait until you 

reach the realm of the dragon race’s progenitor before you can lift the curse?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “In the past, it’s like that. But now ... there’s no need.” 

... 

After Ye Yuan refined the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, his understanding of Heavenspan Mountain 

already far surpassed when he just became the controller back then. 

The Four Symbols Family Clans’ land of exile was merely a kind of Heavenly Dao sanction. 

With Ye Yuan’s present height, lifting this kind of curse power was easily accomplished. 

Outside the cold pool, the old ancestor was currently cultivating in closed-seclusion. 

Along with Heavenly Dao’s recovery, he already cultivated to the Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm presently. 

Suddenly, he snapped open his eyes, his eyes full of shock. 

“This ... How is this possible? The curse ... is lifted? Could it be that it’s the Progenitor who returned?” 

He swiftly got up and sprinted over towards the cold pool, his figure abruptly stopping. 

A gentle and graceful middle-aged woman slowly walked out of the cold lake. 

The old ancestor’s face revealed a joyous smile and said, “Jun-er, it’s been so many years, you finally 

recovered! Yuan-er will definitely be unbelievably happy to see you like this!” 

This middle-aged madam was precisely Ye Yuan’s mother, Ao Jun. 

The current Ao Jun already completely recovered her youth, as if time had flowed backward. 

Ao Jun’s face was full of puzzlement as she said, “Ancestor, what’s going on? Apart from the progenitor, 

could it be that there’s still someone who can lift the power of the curse?” 

The ancestor shook his head and said, “I don’t know either! I was thinking just now could it be that the 

progenitor is back! He took pity on our generations of entrapment suffering and specially came to 

rescue us from the sea of suffering?” 



Ao Jun said, “No way, right?! Wasn’t it said that the progenitor is already missing for several million 

years and there’s completely no news at all?” 

The old ancestor smiled and said, “Don’t think too much first! Either way, it’s a good thing. Everyone is 

definitely over the moon. Let’s go out and take a look!” 

At the same time, the land of exile was in jubilation. 

They sensed the curse power on their bodies disappear, each and every one ecstatic until they virtually 

went nuts. 

Cheers and jubilation reverberated in the air of the land of exile. 

The old ancestor and Ao Jun two people came out of the cave. They saw a young man slowly walk over. 

“Yuan-er! Didn’t you go to the Heavenspan World? How could you be here?” The two people practically 

exclaimed almost in unison. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze landed on Ao Jun and could not help feeling very warm. 

After a time interval of many years, he could finally help his mother escape the sea of suffering. 

The old ancestor suddenly recalled something, his face revealing a look of disbelief as he cried out in 

shock, “Could it be ... Could it be that the land of exile’s curse was lifted by you?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Ancestor, Mother, the world is so vast. In the future, the land of exile’s Four 

Symbols Family Clans can go wherever they want, nobody can stop them!” 

The old ancestor’s entire body trembled and he said, “It’s really you! You ... How did you do it? You’re 

just ... mn? You ... You’re already at the middle-stage Origin Deity Realm?” 

The ancestor drew a cold breath, being shocked by Ye Yuan until he was tender on the inside and crispy 

on the outside. 

This cultivation speed was a little too horrifying, right? 

Rather, it was Ao Jun who had a look of pride and relief all over her face. 

She did not think that her son was actually so remarkable. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I obtained some fortuitous encounters in the Heavenspan World. Now, 

breaking this curse isn’t considered a big deal.” 

The old ancestor was speechless. This kid said it really lightly. 

One had to know, in the era where Heavenly Dao flourished, the land of exile had also once produced 

quite a number of major powers. 

But they worked hard for countless generations and were also unable to break out of this place. 

But Ye Yuan only went out for a hundred years’ time and lifted the power of the curse. 


